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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY:  

As Covid-19 changed workplaces everywhere, Nexus wanted to understand how suppliers were 

changing their behavior with respect to invoice submission and payments. 

The company, a leader in real estate accounts payable automation, initiated two surveys, the first in 

August and the second in October. 

August survey - focused on whether suppliers were concerned about slowdowns in US mail service, and 

their interest in using electronic portals for invoice submission and delivery to their clients. 

October survey - focused on whether suppliers were more likely to use electronic payments instead of 

paper checks going forward. 

In both surveys, suppliers were presented with three questions when they logged into the 

NexusConnect application, where they can submit/manage invoices, track their electronic payments, 

and upload insurance documentation. They could only respond to the survey once.  

All participating suppliers serve real estate companies – multifamily, commercial real estate, storage, 

and other real estate sectors. 

The raw results and observations are below. 
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In August 2020, Nexus conducted a survey to gauge whether suppliers were concerned about any 

slowdowns to US mail service, and whether they were more likely to embrace electronic portals for 

invoice submission. 

Surveys Views Responses 

2800 731 

1 view per user 26.1% of Survey views resulted in reaching Response 

 

Result Overview 
Q1: Do you have any concern about postal delivery speed? 

Multiple selection | 717 Responses 

 

Q2: What percentage of your invoices are sent electronically using Nexus or other systems? 

Multiple selection | 723 Responses 

 

Q3: Do you plan to submit more of your invoices electronically (with Nexus and other portals) over the 

next few months? 

Multiple selection | 714 Responses 
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394 (55%)
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NO

123 (17%)

270 (37.3%)

330 (45.6%)

36 TO 75 PERCENT

MORE THAN 75 PERCENT

LESS THAN 35 PERCENT

198 (26.7%)

516 (73.2%)

NO
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Postal Delivery Speed Survey 
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OBSERVATIONS 

Concerns About Postal Delivery Speed 

A little less than half of the suppliers (45%) who responded to the Nexus survey said they had concerns 

about postal delivery speed, a topic that dominated multiple news cycles. 

We believe that many of these suppliers - who had answered “no” to whether they had concerns about 

postal delivery speed - had already embraced electronic portals to deliver their invoices, and thus, 

weren’t overly concerned about any slowdowns. 

In fact, Nexus saw a 116% increase in usage of its NexusConnect portal for invoice delivery in Q2 2020 vs 

Q2 2019. (Suppliers use the NexusConnect portal to submit and deliver their invoices directly to their 

clients’ NexusPayables accounts). 

The remaining 55%, however, seemed poised to change their submission method from USPS to 

electronic portals. 

Increased Use of Electronic Portals 

Indeed, roughly 73% of suppliers who serve the real estate market said they planned to step up their 

usage of electronic portals to submit their customer invoices. 

We believe the uptick in usage of electronic portals is driven by a desire to get paid faster, in addition to 

bypassing trips to the office. While all electronic portals are different, some portals, like NexusConnect, 

guarantee invoice delivery directly to their clients’ accounts. That means invoices can get processed 

faster. 

At the same time, mail float and long email chains can slow the delivery of invoices to AP departments. 
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This survey, conducted in October 2020, focused on suppliers’ interest in accepting electronic payments 

in 2021. 

Surveys Views Responses 

3628 835 

1 view per user 23% of Survey views resulted in reaching Response 

 

Result Overview 
Q1: Are more of your real-estate related customers – multifamily, commercial real estate, storage, 

campus living, etc. – offering electronic payment options, either through Nexus or other payment 

providers? 

Single selection | 835 Responses 

 

 

Q2: Do you plan to accept electronic payments, such as a virtual card or ACH, from more of your 

customers in 2021? 

Single selection | 835 Responses

 

 

54%
46%

YES

NO

66%
10%

24%
YES

NO

UNDECIDED

How Are You Getting Paid Survey 

53.8% - YES 
449 Respondents 

46.2% - NO 
386 Respondents 

65.5% - YES 
547 Respondents 

10.1% - NO 
84 Respondents 

24.4% - UNDECIDED 
204 Respondents 
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Q3: What do you consider the key benefits of electronic payments, like virtual card or ACH, over paper 

checks? Check all that apply. 

Multiple selection | 1401 Responses 

 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Change in Supplier Attitude  

There appears to be a significant change in attitude with respect to electronic payments over checks. In 

2019, when Nexus surveyed its suppliers, it found that 60% of suppliers accepted virtual card (a one-

time use card sent via email) because their buyers preferred that payment method. (Virtual cards carry a 

credit card charge). 

However, it appears that suppliers no longer favor electronic payments simply because their customers 

prefer them. They’re recognizing - organically - the many other intrinsic benefits of e-payments, 

including: 

• 44% said they offer faster payment (since e-payments bypass mail and/or processing delays) 

• 22% said they allow for better cash flow management  

• 12% said they provide better visibility over paper checks  

 

Suppliers Plan to Accept Electronic Payments from More of their Customers 

Thus, it comes as no surprise that 66% of suppliers plan to accept electronic payments from MORE of 

their customers in 2021. We also expect the 24% that are undecided will change to the “yes” column at 

some point in the year as well.  

IN SUMMARY:  

E-Payments and Electronic Portals will Dominate in 2021 

Based on the data we’ve seen, we expect e-payments and electronic portals will dominate in 2021. Both 

have clear acceptance amongst suppliers and their benefits are widely known. At the same time, we also 

believe it’s important that e-payments providers provide platforms that work for – and serve the needs 

of – both buyers and suppliers. Now, more than ever, it has become a level playing field. 

144 (10.3%)

167 (11.9%)

176 (12.6%)

303 (21.6%)

611 (43.6%)

NO BENEFITS OVER CHECKS

MORE VISIBILITY

PREFERRED BY MY CUSTOMERS

IMPROVED CASH FLOW

FASTER PAYMENT / NO MAIL FLOAT


